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.'_ With the introduction of the "Jumbo ,let" class of" aircraft it has
i; become Lmpurtant to predict the aircraft wake turbulence due to the tip
_ _l'ailtng vortt, x accurately. A yawhcad pressure probe has been used in
the Virginia 'l'ech 6-Foot Subsonic Tunnel to obtain detailed mean flow •
_:':,: measurements at stations up to thirty chordlengths downstream in an
.... aircraft tram_ling vortex. Nass injection at the wll_gtip lias beeh sliewn
_::_ to hasten the decay of the trailing vortex. A theoretical method has
been given to show the effect of the circulation distribution on the wing
':.:S': on the structure of the outer portion of the vortex, and excellent agree-
,,. ment with experiment has been shown. Experimental results indicate a
much s 1owe r d_oa_. '_d .higher tangent i a 1 ve 1oct t t • s than prey 1ou _1¥ ;,
expected. _g ,
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......... Ac core radius, ft.
.'. A coefficlen_s 0fseries represonttng wing circulation
•. ao 2=D lift curve slope
' " 3
_.:';"; a constan_ in solution of Batchelor, radius of probe
..... bl':,':' wingspan, ft.
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': i)
c wing chord, ft,
.;:,'<,. c mean wing chord, ft.
-_'_: CO root chord, ft.
CL wing lift coefficient
• _'.
CL0 midspan section lift coefficient /
,.:. Di induced drag ._,
Ei inner vortex energy
,_, E outer vortex energy
.:,..:: et(_) exponential integral
._ F force between vortex and probe .
" 2 f(_) Batchelor*s function ._
"_ Jo momement Of inertia with respect to centerline _
-X J_l moment of inertia with respect to cedte_ of gravity i/." FP flow pitch, _egree_
_",:? FY flow yaw, degrees ,i
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i%
....... th,, p_e_ti_to_ _f the t.rb.lenc¢ trail of a. aircraft hgls become • _;_
• ..... _-xt..£.p_,ly _*_p_rtant w_th the introduction of "Jumbo ,let" ¢Za ' a iTCraf'l_2 ......
into h_dh density t.r_tnal area._. Ihe FAA has initiated holdifig eXmes.
_:.._. after hmh,_ let ;eperation_ that nulltf}, the adva.t'ages of the large
aircraft, in addition the. next generation of avionics will allow ailr-
t .7.. _..: craft to land and t.a_e off .ith virtually, no interval neeessdry bet_eee_-
__ """" aircraft, tn order t_, _inl_ize the wait tl_e uf aircraft on the g_d
....., :_._ ,ad in the air, with its acco_anying noise and chemical pollution, the .
: "_.-_i,.'_ wake turbule._e _mst be predicted accurately, and r_.duced o_ eliminated
•_-,,._._ If pOSSi_le_ allowing the _o._t efft_-_ent use of present airport facii}ties. "
:_].:. It has been shown I that the wahe tt_rbulen_._ is due to the tip
trailing vortex and ttgts has 1¢_ to i,cretlsed publicit_ and pilot e_'
.... .-_ efforts regarding the behavior and dangers of the trailing vortex. Increased 5
,,_ theoretical and experiasentai research efforts are being employed tad tt¢o
'_' :' '_ tngs_.3 '-."*: " recent specialists meet have been held. The meetings pointed Out
' .... that although a ,fetal led set of' measuTelaCntb is sor¢|y net_ded at distadces
.!. i
far downstream of the wing, the vortex is extremely, d|ff[¢u[t t0 measut'e
. ,-.
with a pro_e stnee the vortex reacts to the plaeem,_nt 6[ any' O_'JOCt in the
vortex core. fhO leas_ 011de.rs_ooa asl_ecIh _¢re found fo b6 the axial flow
, far downstream, and the possible existence of sda_ndary vortices rolling
around the primary vortex. Ftow visualteatton _thods were sta_ngly rocom-
• .: . :_ mended as a _eans of study, but because of tt_e difficulty of obtaining
O0000001-TSB13
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:.;.!':... quantitative information by 1:towvisu_li_:_Hionteclmiqu,.,._and the ac_,d
for such [nforlllati.ult for L'OIIIII_iltII_OII wilh tla,ory, lhe l,re:_cllt wttl"k _,Xl_lc_res
the possibility of makin_l measu_'eme,l_ iu tl,, wJrl_,x core with a pr_dPc. A
detailed set 01:" llleastlrt!llielM s _ll'_' iJrv:_el|l t'd i1!, i iig ! hi,, im,t h_tl.
m _; Aircraft wake turlml_,nct, mid I rai I i_l),, v,_rl ic_,_, haw. l_eeu !he _;ulLit,t'!
: of many studies in the pasl, but ;lli•t,l,t,:;| hils center¢,d cm lhe uii't, ct,,, _|_,;_'
." .' j)
._'.;v the aircraft_ such as the effect.,; t)f the vm'tex alld t_;tk_' m| Ill.' 1.il lind
:: .w. control surfaces of tile aircraft :md on the roll_,uin V bladt, iu I..!i,..p!_,v
::"&' rotor blade interaction studies. Tt_e trailin)_ v,_rtc,x :_' I_ict,rcd Jn
,: @.
Figure 1, is a result of the circulatory l ifti_i 11_,,_ ,.._: the aircrat"! wire:.
The classic Joukowgky Theorem givt, b the: rclat i,_m betwt'cu __trcul'_ti,.m _t_ltl
lifft. Hence the large gross weir, hi.,; (.,f thv ))t'_,' _)_;,)_)II _:,)r) t,: _..'_l,(.'_..t(t|
to generate much larger circulation tJlldthut_ l,trr,.ur, t_rt, i_Hc,,.¢, tr¢_ilt_t:
vortices. According to the I_rtmdtl liltiu},; lira, the,.__vv, tilt, cir,_ul_! i_,l_
:.:,..._, occurs as a bound vortex about the WJ.II[;, ._lltl ';ill_;_' tl'_,t" V_>l|t',_. _:(!ll,lt_t "t'lltl"
in the fluid, it turns at tht, wl,g ! il_ _llltt pl'oce_..d.. ,.t_l_,.!l,.,,_ I,vhind tll,,
wing. Any wins shape can bc s:imul;_l,•,d by ,_ :_l,t,_-p_r;l.l tm_ ,.'! thcr_e "ht,t,,t,
::,ii.";:.'
•-'.: shoe vortices". Much work I:_l_ In','ll ,h,_,, ,:_ th,." _',.tv i_ _h._.,.h Ibm? dj:.f_il,;_t,•,!
:..:._
, .:.:,s;:.: vortices tend to roll up into n,i ,, i,,_;I,, v,,__ ! t' t t<l,,___ilv !ll,Wlir.l l'(,ttlti bch ! lltl
each wing tit,. Illdecd a figure ut thi,; !,llc_l,_,_:w_ __.. riwn by I,/li_,:ho_.f,..r
in 1907, and is rcprod,,ccd tu I:i_;uvt, I. _;o,.,,! ,.l_.'r.,t r_il,_ i_!_'_ o!" V,_rt,'_ _,_11- t,
have been given by Sprietcr alld .Satt'k.t;'l, lil|tl ll.'.t,:k¢,tt m_d Iv m._, |t_nghl}.,
ii..,'i:..::.. the structure of this rt',Littlt il_g vorlt.;_ _:ml 1_, ,l_,,;t'!,it,t-,I i_'; ;Ill _'_i'_'l ill_,'!:;, i,I
.,i;.i.':.. vortex, and an inner Vi..'-;t'(lllr-, Cl_,'t' |11,_1 t"hil,it,_ _ r,,I,,l i_*_t ',,i_,il;_," 1_, ltli_l
S.';: :
of a solid body, The prt, sonl wor_ c'_._,_,_ .... lh_, m_l,v_, ,_t' Ih¢,,,c lr_ilt_ut
• ,.,:./I
,'.%.':_! vortices anti shows th,. deptmdc.vt, _t _l_t. _,.i_.r _uvi... ,,I v,,,t¢.., _,. *1.,
._,._.._,::
' L i
', ' i'4 •
....) ',,:,
._, !:_'.,
.......... ,_.,vc,.2e.:'__,_ -':-.. ; .....V[_i;_/' ",".";;[_/_;£-'::1"_;7,..........;::': ................... :-: ........ _,:-'-::r....... _- -. . !,.._
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init.i.al couditiolis, i,e., di._t:ributi()n (.)f)h_' ci)'cillai i(;,n _)n the win_;.
(H' i:l.., l_lany inw, stiyat ,'(.}m,-"()l" the d_)wnwa,-;h l*ehind the, winy,, _,nlv.
I hl'I:iJ !;I lid i I'S il;IVI_ |)L_(,_,IIllltllh' ;i|' :_l'V_' r;l l ch_Irdlt'll_lh:; lillWlll_l.r(';llll i II tllu
I'liIIyOew, I_pt:dtrailiny, re)flex. I:ay,e and ,'_imm_ms(> (192.D) ¢onduct'ed
I_:_;ll_III iIIbll) I.'_¢llol'dleiU,,lh;_dowIl_-_tl't,aIiill._iil_,lihoI wire aIIl,IIilIIllt_l_'r,
A c_,Ini_ii'isi_ll_I" III('hot wil't,IIlt'|,_'lO¢IiI Id _I ]_I'k_SSIll't'i_roht, t,,t,thod :..'h_nv_,d
lh;il f_r lhc,;,xi_iIvelocily distr'ibution lilIl . I I'orlh_,pr_,ssur_,pruhe,
;ll;tl il/ll 1 I',,r flit' htrt wire llllt'll|l)lllt'tQl'. I_lowf_irth 7 has _'olidu_"l__,d
_'.H,,rim_,_M..;al _il_ to lO di_>,'dlc,nH,th.,.dt_wn._trt, am, alld il_l_'lllptt'd1_)
t,i,.ikt' ",t.ll ic" ],i't":,'_iiil'c" int, Ii.,;lirl'liit,lll!_. _l v,..l_..:ity prr, t'ilc.:-; ;li't' ll,'c".-;u'ntt'll,
._ii__l l ii_." iri,,,i',Ir!'t'lilt'iil:, IVC'l't' lil_id_' wilh :lli c'xtrc, tll__'lv '-,iil;ill wind Iiitlllt, l ;ind
l,r,,I., t't+tlial ''_ lti_' _'Xpc'!'!ilil'lil I,l_.,,,I _.iilllli,ir ll: lht" lll't'.'_t'lil tVt_l'l_ w;i,.-i
14
,+,!t, lil+'lt'_l 1,) I',;i'-,[_.il','i, /',lt':!',!!t,' ll., 1,> W"!f' Ilt;ltl_ ' lit thl,l'dll'lll;lh:- I.ll_ I0
_4 /./I . 1,t :l',ll,I l,l_l_li i;,i'.l, ill'_ t'_,llii_l It {Iqp,,';,-,il:ll_' t;il I._'t'p Ill_' lll'_l_" illi
ltl_" t,lll_ _ tli Itt1,. _",l_l'l!l't_'tll ltli' *.t,il i_ f,l,,,-,...!_r,, I_',_: :I:.',;IIIIU,'_J t'lttl'>litll| 1
i
.1_ III'.'. IIw" tt_t'tl _ 1
ii,,,tlt t;',,l'l ti',ttl_..# I,lti;i'i!" lll,.l,'t ,_ltt! ltt,",|!,,tlll VC'!I'I I1V h;l', hl't'li>
IJilllt' tl\ |.Illt;l_ ! ,iil,l I_'.l .ii;!l,! it,lilt; ,I !li,1 t_il_' ltt,_i,< ' , I_tl! ;_!llV .#1
di.'it;il ,'t"-_ II I' t,, #l,ii I _'[t,li-,lt_'lit;lt_", ,ll'_il._! It'_il:i ih,. I,".li!t '. ';h_lw ,I t'l_lt*! ilv
llVl),l':,,,ltl ilt tfit _'+,l!, % ,,,1". If I', i. lit_'l._'!!:!!i !" It_,t_ th.lf It1," t_,,ll
_ll_llt" tl',tttl' ti,',l _it, _ i,_,,t,, .h,,t_ . .i U,'ii+, III '_' ! .t1,,,_I _.'til It' l_,,II,'i'- lt.,lli!'
I,l'l-4,,ltl,, lll_ltl"i |ll'_lllt I ,.I _t'i_,< 11 _ ii,'l, _ I '.' _ t,t! Itl_ +1 IV'lt iC,lt_, t_', t'ltl I'i
t .tlt_tlt, Ii ,I :_c_' t_ _',1 t "'l t f .i_ t , 7 t.,l {'!:, "- 1_, l.,l i.,ii -,I i Ii, t t,_i I l,_>_'
V< _f_'.. I1_ . I_i,'lll_',i ,l', ', 'I; .... I t .', I I.'il_ !_ . <,i,ttl. { l_lt!i _'t_tit ,tl,-!
I,t)l.,,<.ltl' ,ll "ll. I,g .It t + [ ,,Ill! , t ,.. :* I _:"lii , ' f.ll,l, _,,I I fli i,_ t _ ..... I .
'.I ¶,!lillt <#,'i.tl'.l l't if', l f,'.I t, tl Ii ,f if., . ,,._?i • , ill t , ,,: I_'. ,.',t7 t. llll
x
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a w)rte× p)'oduced by a single airt'oil. This teclm:ique, ,,,.i.ginated by
IIot't'n|al: and .]oul)ert 10, is being used by Donaldson 11, and ha.._ been used
in recently reported work by Poppleton 12 which included tile effects of
mass inject.ion. Another recent investigation including the effects of
mat;s injection at the tip was conducted at VPI6SU 13 using a tuft grid at
di._;_anccs up to thirty chordlengths downstream of the wing. These experi-
,_:, ttlQ[.,,t'_|i ments are summarized ill 'Fable 1.
Vortices have been a classical part of the study of fluid mechanics,
but the difficulties of describing free viscous vortex flows and the
apparcl, t lack of applications have resulted in relatively few _heoretical
iuvestigations of these fIows, tlal114 has given a thorough discussion
of such flows. An important recent contribution to the stability theory
of trailing vortices has been given by Crow 1S and is not discussed here,
since the present vortex observed experimentally was stable and well
behaved, and interest lies in the simple viscous decay of the vortex.
l',atchelor 16 has shown for laminar flows that in cases where the velocity
o×cesu or deficit in the cor:: is smalI compared to the freestream velocity,
lh,.: circu_nfcrer_tial velocity distribution is identical to the solution
given by Lamb17 for the impulsively generated planar vortex by use of the
.,_imp.le transformation Z/U. = t.
The theory of turbulent vortex cores is at best primitive, despite
t h¢_ fact that the trai ling vortex is turbulent as is almost every real
vortex. The simplest method of dealing with turbulent flows has been to
t'llq_loy the cnncept of an eddy viscosity i.n which the turbulent diffusivity
i:_ _;Uplm._,ed to be directly proportional to the molecular viscosity. With
00000001-TSC03
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'/
-:'.:il this assumption the governing equations are reduced to the laminar case
and methods used for laminar flows can be applied to the turbulent case.
18
Squire gave the first solution using this concept, making the eddy
viscosity proportional to the circulation at the plane of symmetry ef
the wing.
Further improvement on the theory con be achieved by using a dif-
" _ rl
_.... ferent viscosity model for the flow in the axial direction. This approach
?_... has been used by Fernandez and Lubard 19 in an integral approach, with the
• . ,[.
2?..
., resulL_ showing that adjustments of the initial conditions could cause
: singularities in the solution. These singularities are supposed to
• ,. h
' ._: indicate conditions that would correspond to vortex breakdown. This is
•1'2:', the theeretical justification for varying the initial conditions experi-
. .._,: mentally through mass injection. All of these theoretical and experimental
•<-._..:i._' efforts seem to indicate that vertex decay due to simple diffusion is one
'.," of the least rapid diffusion processes that occurs in free turbulent flows,• ..i,/
:,,_, hence the necessity te predict it accurately.; :'b
_. T,: Until recently, it has been supposed that the vortex exhibits a i/r
'."%: "potential" type behavior immediately outside the vortex core. Donaldsen 20
?:• recently reviewed an early study by Betz 21 which shows that this is not the
case, and that the outer inviscid vortex depends on the cirulation distri-
bution about the wing. Betz performed his calculations for the elliptic
wing case, and Donaldson was able to show that this theory describes the
outer portion of the vortex much better than any theory which included
viscosity effects. The present work extends this theory to include _ny
I
wing planform that can be described using lifting line theory, showing the
:irnpo:rt._.ce of the w_rious parameters for the outer portion of the vortex.L,.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIOi,
The experimental study was conducted in the VPI&SU 6-Foot Subsonic Wind
Tmmel, which has a test section 28 feet long. An NACA 0012 rectangular wing
,., was placed at the test section front, allowing measuring stations of up to 30
chord lengths downstream. This wing was also modified to allow mass injection
" at the wing tip. The vortex was investigated by use of small S-hole yawhead
: and static pressure probes. Prcsst'res were measured on three inclined mane-
,. meters and the probe orientations were measured by potentiometers, with read-
':::". ings recorded on a digital voltmeter. The details of the apparatus, test
'"" procedure, and data reduction are given in the following paragraphs.
. The VPI_SU 6-Foot Subsonic Wind Tunnel is a continuous, single-return,
:"i:_":. closed test section tunnel with a 6 x 6 foot square test section. The tunnel
" :' turbulence level is very low due to seven anti-turbulence screens upstream
:, of the test section. Preliminary calibration of the wind tunnel was con-
_ :; dueted using a large yawhead probe mounted on a mechanism to traverse the
i:.
::) entire tunnel width. Horizontal traverses were made at the test section
:..'_
midpoint, halfway between the floor and ceiling of the tunnel. A vertical
traverse was made at the point corresponding to the leading edge of the
wing. Results show low flow angularity and total velocity val'iation at
the test section midpoint, and an acceptable variation in properties at
the wing station. Figure 2 shows the results of the preliminary calibration.
•: Tunn_l speed is controlled by coarse; and fine rheostats. The operator
5 ._A. :: :.
::_ .... used a Mcrr.iam _licro-Manometer attached to a p_tot-static tube placed in
=: !("4 6
4
UU UUUUU-I- I_ UO
Ii!il: 7
i _: an area free from the wing distuzbance in order to control the freestream
speed. Attached to the same pitot-static tube was a pressure transducer
used in conjunction with a Barocell electric manometer. This manometer
was placed on the table with the special test instrumentation, allowing
operators to monitor the tunnel speed while performing the tests. Free-
stream temperature was monitored by a temperature probe at the wall of
the test section and recorded on a Digitemp temperature gauge, The pres-
:i sure in the wind tunnel test section is identical to that of the control
.'0
:( room since the room is in a large pressure-sealed building. The static
•i.:). pressure was measured on a Kahlsieo Precision Aneroid Barometer Mk 2.
•.i;': An NACA 0012 straight square-tipped wing was mounted vertically
_..: from the center of the tunnel roof one foot from the front of the test
/i?
.:;, section. The mounting allowed the wing to be set at variable angles of
attack,and placed the free wing tip near the center of the wind tunnel.
• (,
.' ,(
:,. The mounted wing is shown in Figure 5. This mounting allowed placement
"'5 Z
'" of the traversing mechanism at up to 30 chord lengths behind the wing
,:!ii
'!;,; before the flow reached the diffuser section of the tunnel. Complete
')._ specification's of the wing are given in Table 2. The present tests were
:; made using a wing angle of attack of 7½° to produce a strong vortex.
In order to include mass injection at the wing tip, the wing model
was modified to carry a copper tube h inch in outside diameter along the
leading edge and tip as shown in Figure 4. Mass injection was obtained
by metering air from an available high pressure supply using a simple
i
.; orifice metering system constructed according to the specifications given
in the ASNE Fluid Meters book 22. Jet operating conditions for the tests
(
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are given in Table 2. The wing was tested on the mechanical balance
_._ystem for comparison of the wing lift and drag coefficients with and
without mass injection and the results are slmwn in Figure 5.
The traversing mechanism used in this study consisted of an exist-
ing traverse that provided one translation movement (vertical in this
test.) of 4 feet. The basic traverse is shown in Figure 3. Added to this
....:
assembly was an adapter unit that allowed a probe to rotate in pitch and
I -..: yaw around its point. The general layout of the adapter unit is shown in
..: Figure 6. It was designed so as to be rigid in intensely swirling flows
while presenting minimum disturbance to the flowfield at the point of
the probe. Throughout the tests no vibration of any probe could be
.'i: detected visually, insuring accurate pressure measurements. Rotation in
.t,.
pitch is accomplished by a machined steel arc and track. A flat rack gear
:,?. •
Liq
."" was silver-soldered to the arc, creating a curved gear of 28 inches pitch
;; T,
:_!: diameter. This allowed a rotation of 34° at the probe point. The rack
5."
gear was driven by a l-rpm Hurst motor, spring mounted for constant
-". tension on the curved rack gear The motor gear was of one-inch pitch
' i':i_ diameter, and produced a rotation speed of 0.2 degrees per second, which
was sufficiently slow to insure positive control of the pitch position,
measured by a Bournes ten-turn potentiometer. This was connected to the
motor shaft, and a constant 5 volt power supply was then connected to the
potentiometer, with the voltage position reading then made on a Doric
digital voltmeter. Rotation in yaw is accomplished by design of any probe
attached to the system such that the point of the probe is above its shaft,
ill as shown in the detail Figure 7, so that it ].s free to rotate about its
?:%::
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shaft. The probe is then rotated by another 1-rpm tlurst motor mounted
on the traverse arm through a series of linkages, Its posi_tion was th'n
monitored by a 1-turn Bournes potentiometer mounted directly behind the
probe as shown in tile figure. The position was measured using the same
electric system that was used to obtain pitch positions. The range for
the yaw was about 70 degrees and the speed of rotation was 0.4 degrees
): per second.
, The 1/8 inch outside diameter yawhead probe used in the investigation
: was custom built for the experiment by United Sensor Corporation. It had
.:: 5 holes, with one hole in the middle, of the point, and opposite holes in
i the vertical and horizontal planes. The entire probe is shown in Figure 8.
'i, By measuring pressure differences between opposite holes in the same plane
the angle of flow can be determined. The probe showed a linear response
._'_ over a range of ± 10 °, and the small holes and long pressure leads caused
Y:
¢
:" the pressure difference read on the manometers to be very slow in coming2
'; to an equilibrium state. The 1/16th inch O.D. static probe used in the
._
i_:! experiment was also made by United Sensor Corporation. This probe, as
i'i shown in Figure 8, has a much smaller area than the yawhead probe. The
: entire test installation inside the tunnel is shown in Figure 3.
Three inclined manometers were used for the test. All manometers
used a red manometer o£1 with a specific gravity of .826. The total
pressure was measured on a Dwyer manometer that was incremented in intervals
of 0.02 inches of water. The total pressure measured was referenced to the
freestream static pressure. Pressure differences in the horizontal plane
were measured c_n a Dwyer manometer also graduated in 0.02 inches of water,
' ?. _'," .... ._.-L ".' ' _: _ ' :: =;L ' :.':!_- . , ; .f:g"" :" 'fi.*?_ '._'" ,,, " . ',.. _,; .':_':' '_ :_ ,- ..... :'2---_:.':;'_' ;C*. *_:;' _ .... _'_:' " '": •-_'_'"_ "" : ...... " ...................
: ":":':................................................ 00000001
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and the manometer had an operating range of +_I.I inches of watur. Vortical
plane flow angularity was measured on a manometer constructed in the
Aerospace Engineering Laboratory, and was graduated at intervals of .01
inches of water. All manometers were operated using the pitot-static
tube that was the standard for the test, and no deviation between those
manometers and the reading on the Merriam Micromanometer was found.
i, ,, Additional lighting was placed on the manometers and readings were taken
.i
:,. with a magnifying glass. All pressure lines were standard thick wall
' plastic pressure tubing. As a test for leaks, a cover was placed over
the 5-hole pressure probe tip with readings on the manometers out of
.,,; their equilibrium position and left overnight. No change was found in
•?:.,,
• ,,,: the readings over a twelve hour period, and it was concluded that there
:.,,,...,,... were no leaks in the system.
, ,-, The special instrumentation used for the test was grouped as shown
+ in Figure 9. Notice that the control box for the adapter unit contains
a voltmeter to monitor the constant 5 volt power supply, and the electric
'7.?
•,._, manometer is below the digital voltmeter, allowing a constant monitor of
v_.. the freestream dynamic pressure.
After the calibration of the tunnel a tuft grid study behind the
wing was made as described in Reference 13. The yawhead probe was then
calibrated for the linearity of the" potentiometers in yaw and pitch. In
pitch the zero angle was defined as the angle in which the probe was
parallel with the base. In yaw the zero angle was defined as the point ._
i
...: where the probe was perpendicular to tlleplane of the front of the base.
The probe was then examined to assure probe tip rotation about a stationary
,.II !'
:":(;:I point, Through several hundred cycles of the equipment du:.,,,g iibration
traverse defined, the charaett_ristics of the p_'obe '.._ere examined. Cali-
_.,'i[ bration tests were conducted at ft. _.stream dynamke pressures of 1, 2, and
;i'",t 5 inches of water, with be: '. pitch and yaw scnsitivi.ty recorded, The pr,_be
;'"1 was tested in bn,[-, upright and inverted positions in order to determine
i;i: t' the probe error. The results showed that tile probe had no error to tile
-_; .I,., accuracy of the experiment, Calibration curves for probe po,_ition and
1'"' :lli;.. flow angularity are given in Figures 10 and 11. The flaw angularity
[ 0_,i:t The change of indicated dynamic pressure with yaw angle was also of
., _ interest for the yawhead probe and is given in Figure 12, Th_ static
-' "_'"'l:":' pressure probe was calibrated for the reduction of static reading with
-::!;'i.::_::"i:";tyaw angle increase, and is given in Figure 14,
^ _ :;,", b
(_.,,,:._.} straight fom_ard. All the information necessary from the yawhead probe ,
static probe. The parameter study conducted is outlined in Table 3.
Init]ally at each station the vortex center was found by raising the probe ,_
until the yaw angle of the flow was found to bc zero, and then the traverse ':;"
was moved laterally in the test section until the pitch angle was found "
._; .. to be zero, Because of symmetry, the vortex center will occur where both
,:_::':::.:t the pitch '.and yaw angles are zero. Once the vortex center was found, a
.,:-.._ vertical traverse was made starting from the center and going 4 inches ,i
"'_. above the center (_.pproximately 8 core radii), and then returning to the 'Ni
•- q .,¢(
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¢oi,_ur and travelling 4. inches below the vortex center. Originally it
was planned to allign the probe so that there was no flow angularity
relative to the flow. It was found however that moving the probe in the
vortex caused the vortex to move. For example, a movemont in tile yaw
' direction could cause the flow angularity in pitch to change drastically,
Indicating 'that the probe was no longer directly above the vortex center
'_..:! where the pitch _.ngle was nearly zero. Because of the importance of,,I 'it
,_ knowing the relative position of the vortex center and probe in order to
,...;' reduce the pressure data into velocity profiles and accurately find the ;
.:_: core radius, it was decided not to move the probe in yaw or pitch while ,
"'. traversing the vortex. Thus the disturbance of the vortex was minimized.
%!i" ,
Another related problem was that the static pressure measurement had to
be made with the probe alligned with the local flow direction. Therefore
_:FI the static probe was much smaller in projected side area than the y_whead
;_ probe, and it was assumed that the disturbance of the vortex due to the
static probe moving in yaw was negligible. It was found possible to make
_i_i the static pressure measurements using the static probe only in the case
of mass injection, due to the low flow angles and gradients involved in I
the mass injection case. For the normal trailing vortex it was found that
the static probe could not be al.tgnedin the flow with adequate confidence
and centerllne total head minus £reestream static measurements could not
be adequately duplicated at the same positions. Thus a method for
determining static pressure from the yawhead probe ,,_asused. This method
was described by Winternitz25j and involves several additional calibration
!i/
•. curves (Figure 1_. Use of this method showed consistent rusult._with tht:
_,.°, pressure predicted from inviscid considoration_ and high repeatability, "
'; j
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:tlttl t.ht' re_'udt._ from th25 method i.n th,, area ,_t" t.ht, cunterlille were used
to _t,}'the inviscid thoor/ for :,tel it pre._,_ure distribution.
II;ita rt_dllt, tioll Was ttCCOllllll i:;hcd in ;i IIIZllinor That allowed for easy
('OIIIp_l.l.'J._.(lllt)f: <htLa rodll¢l:.i.Oll pcrft_xt,led l:'_,r various assumptions. Several
;!ellt'r_l. d:;:;tllllptJttilt; WOI'O ltlll¢lt: I the lllOf-;l ll{15jc tlf the_e was tile assumptioTI
of iilc_miprt;:>:41hlu flow :,ince the Milch Numbt,r war; nev,:r greater than .1 for
• an), test. It was also assumed that tile vortex path was parallel to the free-
::trc;m path. 'l'his i._ cx.ls[,_,t_nt with earlier work l:g showing cleat after a
distance of a few chordleni, ths downstream o-_"the wing the vortex travels
,, paralle! to the frecstream. This study does not make any conclusions as
.. to the path oi'the vortex due to the effects of the tunnel walls. However
in the analysis of flow properties at particular stations, it is assumed
''5
".: that the wall has no _,ffect. 'thisseems justified since the vortex core
::<...,_ is at least 24 core diameters from tilenearest wall Any pressure gradient
!'";./_ in the freestream direction would have an effect on the vortex, but the
'. ''. VPI 6-Foot runnel has a negligible pressure gradient throughout the entire
'..._,,.".. test section.
,, , " ,i:,,, '1,
::'' ,;: The experimental information was obtained in the form of pressure
• ' C
._ii measurements from the yawhead and static probes; and probe position
measurements for vertical h¢ight, pitch and yaw rotation angles. From
this information, the angularity o£ the f?,owand the local static and
dynamic pressures could be determined using the calibration curves and
sign conventions given in Figures 10 through 15. Because of the
importance of minimizing the vortex disturbance due to the presence of
:_'*'+. .,, traversing tilevortex with the yawhead probe was to keep the probe
p
_:/'' °I
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stationary in yaw and pitch, while moving vertically through the vortex
_enter. The total head reading error was then corrected due to the large
flow angularity by use at' the calibration curve {'Figure 12). Initial
results ass_ing a constant, static pressure distribution showed very high
circ_unfe_ential velocities, Examination of the radial momentum equation,
r
(,, l aP =V2/r (1)
:,..,_ p ar 0
'/, i
:' shows that if Y0 is large then aP/ar cannot be negligible• Because the
_":, yawhead probe was calibrated in a uniform stream for AP/Q indicated, it
_i::i: was difficult to decide what the proper indicated dynamic pressure for
initial data reduction should be. Preliminary work indicated that there was a
iilil slight axial velocity excess in the core and thus it was assumed that the
dynamic pressure to use initially was that of the freestream. Using this
•.'_:
dynamic pressure the initial flow angularities were calculated Using .'• % • •
these angularities the static pressure probe traverse was made, Then using
the correct static pressure distribution the final dynamic pressure and
,-o..
":'_,, flow angularities could be calculated. This was possible because inspection
of the static probe calibration shows negligible error for misalignment
angles less than ten degrees, and none of the corrected angles were more
than ten degrees different than the initial angle.
The various axis system and sign conventions for determining the
velocity profiles are shown in Figure 16. Note that from Bernoulli,s
incompressible equation
""" P = ½cV2 + Pst (2)
.:, 0
)
):i:*:
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tlw t_1101 vc;locil'y V, call b(' v:llclzl_ll'_,d l'ronl
P
, The vt_locity components Vx, Vy, and Vz are then known at any point in
the flowfi,:ld, l:or this study the vortex is assumed symmetri.cal and the
•: velocity components of interest are Vr, Y_ ,.' Vz, which are obtained by the
:' t ran s format i.o n
i _ d4 4
--V cosO + V sinO
Vr x y
_i' Vo = -Vx sin 0 + Vy cos 0 (4)
• '_ V = V
:' ;'i! Z Z
' where
!i;:"'";:"
• .i., V = V sin (FP)
,:,':'i
' '..'_]7
.:..",.,:.: V = V cos (FP) sin (FY) (5)
• , _c,
""'; V ::V cos (FP) cOS (FY),
'_.
and FP and FY are the total flow pitch and yaw angles respectively,
In the present case traverses were made parallel to the wing trailing
edge, and hence 0 = 0°, and the above relation (4) simplifies to
16
With V0 known, the circulation r, can be calculated from
r -- e r , (7)
where r is the distance from the vortex center defined as the location
ofY O =0.
As stated previously, for the mass injection case the measured static
. pressures were used in all calcvlations. In the cases without mass
_" :::_ injection a method of obtaining static pressures from the yawhead was
• ._q,
. :/,. used. Data points were not obtained for every point originally investigated
•:" when the data was '!'oundto fit the theoretical pressure distribution
:_:_ described in the Theoretical Considerations section. Thus the data was
:.::j_:)i:i'_;_ reduced based on static pressures from the theory, where the theory was
_ '_'<" keyed to the experimental data at the centerline of the vortex
."" "2. '
,i:'}': In order to obtain the static pressure from the yawhead several
. -:'::::•.
: '.5:"/i.
.:_,<, additional calibrations based on a uniform stream must ge used 23. Initially
>.:.":)." the yaw angle _ is found from the calibration probe constant
(P3-p4)K =
P (eS-P2)
at each point. Using the defined calibration curves
?17
(P5-Pst_) - (P4-Pst_)
q ,:: k5 - K4
and hence
(Pst-Pst_) = (P4-Pst_) - qK4
Combining the above relations an expression for the static pressure
•i can be obtained where _ is known from K .
P
K5 (P4"Pst_) -K4 (Ps-Pst.)
(Pst'Pst_) = K5 _ K4 (8)
_i:' Using the above results on the centerline the data and theory were "
,?,,_t
:_: matched. On the axis the pressure is
: pr 2
._ (Pst_-Pst) =
42A 2
C
From the observation that Ac, the core radius, seemed to be indepen-
dent of the method of data reduction it could be assumed known for each
case. The data and theory were then keyed by solving for P,
P = 2hA c p (9)
1'he pressure distribution from theory was then used across the
vortex.
v'._ ' o ; ',''-':"_:'-'.-,".'_'--'-,_',_"_::-,',,-" %" ..... _-_..... _. ,a,_':-:_ r;v.:_:',_A ,_v' • ,'r':'_",.:t_C_"._ """'"- "_' ':',.' '- '. ' 4.',_'":"_' r ," ":'.,_:' ..... '_:." ''-_ ':"-'.".' f ',:_, '- :'_ , -_:", '' :: * ..... ' _ ' • _'"
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THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND INVESTIGATION
Although the present work is mainly experimental, it is important to
understand the theoretical aspects of the problem in order to interpret the
:!:i ",: results intelligently. A description of the generalization of a method
.... " due to Betz to include arbitrary wings will be given in some detail to
clarify some points of confusion in recent literature due to several
sign errors in the translation of the original work. Viscous theories
will then be discussed in order to examine the correlation between theory
and experiment.
-:_,_._,,_: It is planned to study the effect of wing plan forms and other wing
}_(_ parameters on the inviscid portion of the trailing vortex, and therefore
:._:_,:_, obtain information on the desired wing for minimizing the trailing vortex
disturbance. In order to use the method of Betz it is necessary to know
the spanwise circulation distribution of the wing, r(y), and also its
derivative, dr/dy, Many methods for finding these properties have been
proposed, but for initial work the method of Glauert is simple and
satisfactory. It is felt that a brief description of Glauert's method
_., ,:, must be given before the method of Betz can be described. "_.
.b • ?_..,r
"_""_: The monoplane equation is used to solve for the unknown coefficients
'_"_'- of a Fourier series representing the circulation distribution. Itsi.' 9 .Y'.
derivation can be found in any aerodynamics text 24. It is written here
in the form
co
....._ ,_..._. ;_@)a (@ = _ A n sin nO [I _n_(O)]"(10)i=l
• .-';',_ ;.
.........": ' - ' 00000001-TSD05
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who r o
ao[Y(O) ]c[Y@ )]
"0 ,) =
_Jnd
s = semi-span
ao = lift curve slope for 2-D airfoil
.. .. c = chord
= geometric angle of attack
_o = zero lift angle of attack
......; y : scos8 - transformation between y and 0
"_'"':_" By knowing the wing shape, Eqn. (I0) can be solved for the coefficients
:}::ii_:i." desired, An, and the circulation distribution for a given wing can then be
_._! _ritten
.. P = 4sV Z A sin nO (11)
_' i=l n
where V =. freestream velocity,
We can also compute
• oo
dr
where _ = 4sV [ nA cos nO (12)
d 0 i =1 n
'..1 ................. ::-:::r:":,-_:: :=_,::::v .c g;::'v: _;_Yg a'!._ _: .,'• :s: :..:_ . ............. -,., ....... _................
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and
_o
d__=(. 4V _nAn cos ne)/sJnO (13)
dy 1
It is noted *hat for symmetric loadings A = 0 for n even.
n
As an example the coefficients An have been computed for the wind
tunnel model and the coefficients are found to diminish rapidly. The
r(y) distribution is given in Figure 17.
Betz21, in 1932, gave some theorems on the "Behavior of Vortex
.'.i,_ Systems". These can be applied to trailing vortices and Betz applied
" them to an elliptically loaded wing. Donaldson 20 recently rediscovered
" this work and states the needed theorems from Betz's work as:
1. All the vorticity shed by each half of the wing is found rolled
>: up in the trailing vortex behind the appropriate half of the wing;
._,-: 2. The "center of gravity" of the vorticity distribution remains
.:,_)
at a constant distance from the plane of lateral symmetry;
1
:.i,::I 3. The "moment of inertia" of the vorticity shed by each half of
the wing about its "center of gravity" is a constant.
:v
"i,.;i For the present work these theorems can be expressed as:
bI2 drb 2 d--r-rdy = const. = r = _ dr
- dy o dr
o o
bI2 dr
0 ,-'
_,3,.
: ' (y-D2 dr dr
ii! o h-_ dy = const o r d-r dr
_ ', 4 ' _._ . . ......... -:" ":- -_r............... i?q[.... :'"" "' _" %; ....... _7 .... ;_ :_ _"7;_" ,-'% "?':rtT,._,,? _"y _---_;?'-y-"_'-."V -_ "; _ 75",:'2_\*,'" : %, ," , _ , - . - ," : ,,: _,,'; , . "
• ............' ........... ' / ' 00000001-"-"'''-owu-
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..:":C" In order to show the method of calculating circulation distribution
. in the vortex, the discussion of Betz is presented with some added clari-
fications. First examine the undeveloped area of discontinuity behind
the wing. (See Figure 18). The total circulation of one group of the
undeveloped area of discontinuity from Yl to s is
., ,": S
' r(yl)= Y ar dy. (14)
' ' Yl
;", , ',;: "
.',i'.:?.;;:;;":.....The distance of the center of gravity of this group can be computed as4_ 4m
.. < .
.:;:).,:.:,'. follows: (See Figure 18)
•"-:":'% f ydA
(15)
• 3 "<.',, '
-..:...>,:, dAJ
Y,
. .... .%°i -_
i2_'_".:ilY;2;
':"_;:-..,::-"::':::;From Figure 18, we see thatE _
•_.c..,.,:. dA = Y(n) dn [i6)
=?_.?:','_::i_::',.'..
• _,.,,..?... .,.._j:-::i,
i.-,i",,_':_F " • .;."
: :_..,:.,.. .. where we let y(_) denote the strength of the trailing vortex sheet
•- _'_.k',
" per unit length along y.
It is important to realize that the strength of the trailing vortex
sheet per unit length is equal to the change of the circulation per unit
.y"
.. length at some Yl since this gives the amount of vorticity that must be
.__:!i)::_:_ '';'_' . .,, sized by the wing at this point. Since the circulation is maximum at
:::,,_..,:., y 0 in most cases and decreases to zero at. the tip, the strength of
.
,.,i..: ....... the trailing vortex sheet per unit length y, must be related to the
:< _":',;.;-:._,,3 ''
22
circulation P by
xCy) --
,ly ' (17)
_, and hence
-" . .
dA = _ dy, and (15) (183dy
S
f y(-'dr(y)dy dy)
-- Yl
becomes Yl = s ,
f -dr
d--_dy
Yl
'2,I
• ,'L Z
,:.../'. and the expression for _1 is finally
''_ S
-- -i f Y dPy_ dy . (193
,_ Yl = _ Yl
.,, Here we note that using the 61auert method we will find convenient
the transformation
y = ScosO, or cosO= y/s, sinO= /1-(y/s) 2
and dy = -ssinad0 . (20)
Using (20) we can transform (19) and obtain
S
.dr. 3. .. (-s sin 0)d0
-- 1 f s co:; 13(_--_-J(_, s sin _r)
Yl - ['(Yl) Yl
a [' f[. _ _-~- _ :--r:-_7_"2::27:":" "_.... r ...... _ "/"_2 ........................... :..................................... , .............................................................. ,*_ .... I
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::: "' cotnbining terms and reversing the new limits ohta$.ned
O] dl_
-- _'_ .f'cos 0 _ dO . (21)
Yl = I'(yl) o
,_ SimJ, larly we can compute the moment of inertia of tlle group with
,: respect to the center of the area of discontinuity (y=O), wM,ch is
',; S
"'"(, Jo = f y2 dA (22)
:" Yl
' iq
t ,
' ','iiii:' from the previous definition of dA we have
;'' S
,:" f 2 dr/;;:,:':_, J = - y _ dy . (23)..". ,;.:', O
":....q' YI
, ' q_,
';._:.:/,.;.: Using {20) we can transform (23) to
", " 3"'J A
..... _ dr,)t:!,::; jo(Yl) = s 2 1 cos20 _ dO • (24)
O
" ':', The inertia moment of this group with respect to its center of
',,: gravity (yl } is
- I' -- 2
JYl = J°y 1 Yl Yl (25)
Th[s moment of inertia must exist after the discontinuity has
,. :., rolled-up into a trailing vortex.
- ;:i_ii!i[ be circular (the effect of erie tip vortex on the structure of the other!?
/ ..... ' .... k, .................................... _': :""-'-_': : "_:':' :_ .... _C"7 '''7"-7_,':'-'_'" I~_:';;'7"-_7"';v'::;_''T'-_'_7.?':'_-_''';'_"'_?''t ":':_ F¢,":',*-':,. " -'-,;_,--_-_'7-:::'-'::':_ 7::_'-'t_:_,-,._,-,-.J: i
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is ac;sumed negligible) so that circulati{m can be given as f' = f(r) only,_
The vortex group from Yl to s is coiled up into a spJ.r_., which fills th(_
circle w;ith radius r. Then the circulation of Pr mu_,t be equal to the
original vortex group.
r = r (26),',' 9
rl Yl
i'
and like,vise, the inertia moment of the vortices coiled up in this
circle must be equal to the original inertia moment of the vortex
i" i! group
r
;"_":' Jr f ar., = _-_r2dr = Jy . (27)
0
.. ;_ Permitting r to increase by dr, then y decreases by dy and 0
: '14
,.:;"; increases by dO under these premises. The result is an increase
in circulation of
"_" _ at' aF
...,.: r --£ dO (28)I_T dr = ao
and in inertia moment of
_J
_rr r2dr _" aO dO, (29)a
!ii '...:.,,::. Then the differentiation of (25) gives
!"/(_ .4.... '
: _"t.' :",:_,.. -..._I' . _; _._!_-"_ , ,: :;t_:.'.:,,,: : _:_i::_'_;:.: ,,;_:..,"_.:':_;?,.!'i_4_:,::!/:_:':_",_,_,.._-:_,_,'.,',;_,_,_'x;._;:;_i>_ '_;_'_",_.:__!_;-:_:_:_,.;_.-'_i_:_:_,_]_:1,? ': _i;_:',i
....... : _- " " :"._;: '::_;;' ;' ._i'_',_,.:i..,',_,..:_;:.'..i':_.- _'d.' _'s,',d_:,t_::."':_;'_'.'.t,/_klf.':' _1,,"-':-,'."._ ','_:",:, ."_i:__, _.:,,:i,'i.':-._."';;-:._"_...,'_._;_d_f;_;v,:.'"'.','>' "_'": ,,.._L_.,"".,',_,7;;-_. :.,,. : ..;:_': ........,..
: ._,;-.'"''_,.,.:_,,t'_"..,""f ' "' '." ?,/?' ' ,,,_,' ::',',"7 ",' ,i,',_"' :';:_'_""__":",'_;_:::h':°"._6_.:'!};]%'_;:_;,_,"c ",".,"_,.._.," -,.t'-:-':;.,,."q,';,'_:J ""_,.*,'._i .:......................
UUUUUUU/-/OIJ/ /
Substituting for _Jy/_O into (29) and rew1?it_
!!,, .... •,
d
' •.'+.!'! 26
, ", .;/:
..... ,,+ V0 = , (34)
'i
The computational details can be derived using the method of
Glauert and recalling the transformation (20). With the coefficients
A known for a specific wing, the quantities Y'I _l/_e' Jo aJo/ae
,_ n J * J
.•.!, can be readily evaluated•
r:' v
...._' First the computational formula for _i is obtained.
+Q
.. .... ;.:. Recall that
."<::i!..,,_. -, r r_s _1 _Edr:+ Yl = cos O dO
, +" _YI' o
• . *_+a.
., _,,t+
• <,l_,
..... = o s : _lAl=OS2ede ,._nco,ecosned,--I .o o i=3
4sV _ A sin n81i=l n
.+ and finally
:•":'+:'_'• _i = . s l-Alei-_--+A1 sin2e14 + "[ nA (2(-l-n)Sin(l'n)OI + sin(l+n)2(l+n)81)--]
i
i=3 n
An sin nOI
:"_! i=l
.%.;
(3S)
//
_,.L. Now calculate _1/3e
,t,
-, +_..,
.++ _,?
/
+7,
.. "+.,,:
7,::
.•'L: i
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co
-s _ nA cos n@l
aYl i=l n AIO I AI
_o -- (sln (l-n)o sin (l+n)f_a0 = ( ") ( 2 + sin 20 + 7. nA + )
i=3
(! An sin n81)2 4- n ' 2(l-n) )(l+n)--_1
oo
: s[AI+A 1 cos 20 + _. nA (cos(l-n)8 + cos(l+n)o)]
+ i=3 n
• (36)
2 _ An sin n0
' _ i=3
:". ."::, Next we calculate Jo' where
"_ )::_: S2 _1 dr
: '' Jo(Yl ) = cos 2 8 _- dO
so that
;. r.::: ,:': p oo
'-i:."._:;'i Jo(Yl ) = 4s3V _ nA cos 2 8 cos n0 dO
........ o i=l n
i%
oo
__ 4sSV _1 _ nA 1 cos 20
o i=l n (2 + 2 ) cos nO dO ,
oo oo
rsin (n-2) 8 sin (n+2) 8_
J(yl) = sSV [ [ 2An sin nO + _ nAn , (n-2) ' + (n+2) --_1 ii=l i=l
4
(37)
......; and we obtain _Jo/_O by differentiating (37)
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8J _o
o
a--6=-- = s3V [ _ 2A n eosn0 + _ nAn (cos{n-2)0 , cos{n+2)0)] (38)i=l n i=l
Wings of several types were investigated. An example for the case
of Betz and the wind tunnel model is shown in Figure 19.
•' With the outer portion of the vortex described excellently with the
, : present theory, it proves instructive to re-examine the method used by
"_" Prandt125tocalculate the core radius and maximum velocity. Energy
• ,.j considerations are used, assuming that the vortex cores are circular and
" " :-': rotating as solid bodies. The energy of the inner and outer region of
• ;. • ,<?:, the vortex must equal the induced drag of the wing,
"_,._,:_ D. = E = E + E.. (393
" ::#: D can be given in terms of the coefficients A bynd_
'":" Z,"
oo
Di = 2ps2V2_ I nA2 " (40)
/
The solid body rotation energy is given by
A i
Ez 2(2K)fc r 2 r 2. = {2-_) (A"0 2vrdr 4
o C C 4
e)
:, or..._'_= .
= (413
. : _,i Here r is the value of r at the core radius A
' / 'vi C
For the outer core, the energy will be given by,
•.(., .,..,- ) .......................
0000000] -TSE04
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+ _ 2
F.o= f f _-dydz
P
where q = VT = 2n-'-_
and we can calculate this in terms of r,
21T on
E = f f or2 rdrd0
o o A (2_) 2r2c
i"
2oo
__ f or 2_rdr
" Ac (2n) 2r2
• 7 p£2 dr,
= 2_--_A
° t
i", and here we follow the work of Prandtl and integrate to b', 1
!
b r 2
E° = _ f --dr.cr (42)
Note that r = rfr) for 0<r<r(y/s=0)
: E =_ 3--ar+f -a ,
r (y/s=O) r
.: 0 Ac
00000001-TSE05
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For our purposes it is sufficient to use the elliptic wing case and the
approximation for r(r) used by Donaldson, i.e.,
2 _
r° [6 @ - 9 @ I 0 <1/3
; r = r r/b > 1/30
,.'" where b : wing span.
,:
We note that if we use the assumption of Prandtl,
Ac
• r = r o for r/b > 5-- ,
"_ we obtain -- _ .086.
....; b
._ }'
: Also, the energy is infinite if A + O. It is well known that¢
"._ Ac/b is an order of magnitude too big. However, in our case it is
•':-' seen that
limr = 0
r-_ 0b
and we realize that the energy associated with tho term E° is finite
• asA _0.
, C
[,.'_ With these obsorv_tions, it is possible to procoed with the calculat ioa
?
, C :'
?
"_,:,_ ',:" ': _'._>7"':":".':?'.,".'_:_......._'_)"_ ,_ :_. _':_, .. o:. " _:I"_ ' , ?,.)_:'._.. .),, ,. _,e ,:':_': ," ./_: . :, ': _;., ._;/ ," : .:,._.,'$, _ ._!s_._,.,` _ ,:,, ' ;:-'-', ._ ' '"- '.,. ',u°, ..'-', ' '.., '_
_,_ _,% #,% #,,%#,_ #,,,%#",%_ ""_ _"_ _"" _"_ _
D _r2 _ fr(y/s=O) p2 b' r2 -. = -_ dr + f _ dr
z 8--6-+ "_,-_ Ac r(y/s=O) r
. .. and for the elliptic wing
i., '
,' 2_ re"2 b'
.: o i 4 'b T
or
• ,,4'
:' i,iii r2_ 2 r 2 b'/b
•, o o 1f3 r2 r2
,: _ =_- [6 (r/b) - 9(r/b) 2] + _ d(r/b) + f
o 1/3 (r/b)
.....,;,, A c
;%.1
-""_;' which results in a quadratic for Ac,
.. ..,
(_---j - 2 _--.-- .04784 = 0
• _'.;i,
;:' ' or A
C
b =-.024, 2.024. (43)
The above calculation shows that with the proper description of r(r)
]it is not_ possible to calculate the core radius A from consideration
c
of the kinetic energy due to swirl without including the effects of i
: A
viscosity. Since the core is a viscous effect, it is certainly com-
forting to realize that the concept put forth by Prandtl does not predict
• _..v. ._'i._;*,.,Z . ;',.;!':. ;_A'.". FT._ - ,;_
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a plausible answer when the correct value of I'(r) is used. Thus the
energy of the viscous core must be included in calculations far care
size.
Since the approximation
rap R (r) L rAc,r (r)
over the range of the wing, it is seen that if the core radius cannot
be predicted for tbe approximation it will not provide a correct
prediction for the actual circulation distribution.
Acknowledging the need to predict Ac from viscous considerations, it
is instructive to inspect the variation of static pressure through the
vortex. It is well known that pressure gradients are calculated from
inviscid flowfields. Examples are the assumption of constant pressure
across boundary layers and many free turbulent flows. Therefore we will
investigate the pressure variation by inviscid considerations. The
variation will be calculated using the Rankine vortex or uniformly dis-
tributed vorticity model.
In the vortex core solid body rotation is assumed, i.e.
where m is tile angular velocity
r = 2_rV0 ,=2_r mr _ 2_r 2
and the circulation at Ac must he
'>"' 00000001-TSE08
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:' A2. P=2n ¢o
c
and we can $o1vo for _).
P
2
_ 2_rA
C
P
and Vo = 2 r for r < Ac
'. 'Ji 2_Ac
= "q"
. ..if::_: where r is the value at Ac and in the outer vortex
• "" r
..... ..,,, - r>A ,
. ? .
-.' By noticing from preliminary experimental work that in the outer
:.,.', ...'..,/
","".;,.2#'
' 7:'? portion of the vortex the axial velocity is very nearly the same as
• 7.?':;'i,
:_,>,-. the freestream velocity, Bernoulli's Equation can be written
_C:
• . "L.,
> ov2 vz2+....... P --P+½ = P+½0( V/. 2:- .'
As r  ®,V0 and
= I 2
Po P_ + _oV_ ,
_,, so that
f:d' : _'
r-I , '. ",
OOOOOOO] --T$EO9
::i,_i."i'_
" F j
I
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V 2 9 ,
. 2
P_ + -%P _-:P + :_p(V+Yo)
if V :" V
and
F
VO = -- r
2_.A2 "
C
i!I•
,_,l)I"
iil
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p = Pr2 r 2 + const
-8_.
and the pressure must match at r _- Ac; i,e.,
r)r 2 _i'2
* P = + const _- P = =z-_--3--
8_.2A 2 ' ' 8Tr"'* 'P,,
g
;':""'..::"i r 2
:_" and p p pr 2
...:.',:: - = _ ( 1 ) for r < Ac. (45) "
; ;;L:,
•.3:1>::.
u ,:,)
.:,:::_.i:_ In order to predict the decay of the trailing vortex it is necessary
. !!%
to consider the effects of viscosity. No contribution is made to the
'6 ",: '
• :'"": theory, but a brief outline of results is necessary in order to
intelligently analyze the data. For a discussion of the governing
equations Hall 14 should be consulted.
As stated previously the solution for the case of small axial velocity
excess or defect, the tangential velocity can be described by the expres-
. $ion for the impulsivuly started vortex,
: ,%
r%,_;."
:_'" ':/i'%;!.?
; ', ": , ' 'I"'" , • .'(_, :,,.,f;)::!' .' .":'-_ ":'r 3," ."_:;'": ",:_':'_ ':",.'P',Y :,_Q) _.':V':: ":;, 'C:'i _": "%, : r,: ,...'. • ._.,<; :,<-,,':_!, , ' ; _..':,.. ....... ). ........ ) :, , . -"'-' _,' .... ' ..... - ........ _ -' ..............00000001-TSE 11
which _.s the similarity variable for laminar motions. The axial velocity
_.anbe _iven by
_'" r 2 F2
._i." W -'"W - [ o log Wz e-_ o
• (2_,.)2z 7 ) + f(r.)
'., [2_)28_Z
,9 0
,,,. . _aW" e-_ ,k_
'..'." where a is a constant fixed by the upstream conditions, and
" t" ,"
',r. ,,.,
._,...:. f(;) = e'; (log _ + el(;) - .807) + 2 ei(;) - 2 el(2;)
.'%.
:,', where ei(_] = the exponential integral.
/" p.
.. ,_ Finally the pressure can be obtained by
' '[i: P-LP. = o L _ -- + 2 e£(_] - 2ei(2_] •
;'}.'i"; 13 (2_)2 8'oZ /;
The above results were derived by Batchelor 16. In order to include
the effects of turbulence it is usually assumed that
.., u'v'= - _T (_r - v/r) . _
t
i-, ./i_) .
.... previous lyl9 ,/_,,.,,.i..._.. The most successful model for vT has been found, to be
00000001-TSE13
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."i..:.;..... OT r 2/3
'::;_':'?::•:'": ':';": _ = O. 185 (20_v)
•:i:i!<:'..'..i/./"'' v '
given by Ise and Eschenroeder 26.
Another parameter often used in swirling flows is the swirl Reynolds
Number,
q
:' • Ret v 2_v ,
,j -..,
It is possible to solve for Ac and Vemax from (46),_.nd examine the
id behavior of theseproperties with downstream distance z.
• 3'
, _._
Vemax = .0507 r° z ¢_- ,_ (47)
and
Ac = (48)
h
Any s,,bstitutionfor _ can be made as long as it is not a function
...., i.-'_
of r. By applying the experimental values of Vemax and Ac, it is possible
..,. ,' ¢..:'_: :
?'::_ _:;:_ to estimate the ratio of turbulent to laminar vis:osity. If this "standard"
viscous theory is correct, then the results at a particular point should
produce the same _T/V for both (47) and (48).
Notice that the beha%ior downstream for cases where vT # f(_) is
, predicted to be
The theoretical and experimental results obtained produced an
interesting and unified picture of the farfield structure of an air-
craft trailing vortex. An experimental vortex was obtained which was
,:.-. shown to agree well with theoretical considerations for the outer vortex
. • ,i and with an empirical equation derived from investigations of full scale
... '[ : )
./ '! :':,'iv"! ::: aircraft trailing vortices.
_]. ......
..}, ,: .,,":.;-:, The results of the theoretical investigation for several types of
--:'.,.a,,.l".... >" -.<',,: , wings are shown in Figures 20, 21, 22, and 23. The conclusion to be
__._:.._.. .. ......... ,., drawn is that the vortex will become more intense as the circulation is
, _,_,, - .... •........ concentrated on the outer portion of the wing. This provides theoretical
_-_1_-_----._"' _"2:_.:',. • ,",:"', verification of several experimental observations. Garod_ has concluded
:':: "":_ ":)."_':! that the vortex is much less intense when originated by a wing con-
'., :, V.. ':,'_ -!.,'
:':"'"i'::"ii:::;:::,-II!:': figuration in which flaps are deflected. Smith 27 has also shown that
"_/;5:'//:':./:,' " the vortex is much less intense if a porous wingtip is used. It is
• "......_ '_'"> certain that in such cases the circulation is concentre, ted near the
.... ' ,C ',', '
--. ... wing root. Therefore it appears that any configuration that generates
the major portion of the lift near the wing root will minimize the
trailing vortex disturbance. For the wind tunnel case the agreement
between experiment and theory is shown in Figure 24. These results can
also be compared to the experimental work of Gro_ 8, who concluded that
': the core size see_ed to remain independent of aspect ratio and become
:' ""' ": " "' .............................
4' . .;. A
• •
: ..... • I
'1'_ , '
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. :,. larger as the taper ratio increased, while the maximum tangential velocity
:::' increases with both aspect ratio and taper. This is entirely consistent
with the theoretical results of Figures 20 and 22, which show increases
in the predicted inviscid circulation in the area of the vortex center,
This comparison with experimental results also seems to warrant the general
conclusion that even though the inviscid theory does not predict a maximum
' tangential velocity, it does seem to imply that for a fixed root circulation
• .'_"!:.:,: re, the maximum tangential velocity wilt become larger as the major portion
.2 :;i_.' of the vorticity is shed near the wing tip. Finally, it seems that Garodz's
: '_' observation that some smaller aircraft (_.g. DC-9) with very "clean" wing
• "_,_ configurations produce very intense vortices is also compatable with the
• .... ,_,_.._
•:.: theoretical predictions. Therefore, the effects of the T-tail cn the•'..;::
. :...: vortices from such aircraft is probably of secondary importance.
•:_." The complete experimental results are tabulated in Appendix B. It
::::.._•i: should be noted that although runs were made for the modified wing with
no blowing at each station, the differences between these results and the
\
•.i:_/: results of runs with the clean wing at the same station were considerably
smaller than the expected experimental error. Thus, the results of these
.:.,...,_.: runs are not given. It is obviously not necessary to present all of this
."i_.i. data graphically. The results o£ principal interest are the tangential
and axial velocities and the static pressure and circulation distributions.
It is well known that the radial velocity is a second order term and is
more subject to experimental error since, if the traverse is not made
. perfectly, the radial velocity will contain contributions from the other
?_' .$
._'i_!.:i velocity components which will be of the __8.m.eorder as the radial velocity.
?:'_'i
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%
...... therefore, the radial velocity has been tabulated but is not plotted.
• '4
i"
...... :,: The tangential velocity profiles are plotted for each case in the
conventional manner in which the cylindrical coordinate velocities are
shown in a way similiar to the typical plots of dom'_-ash distribution
behind a wing. Each figure contains the inviscld prediction based on
the present work, and an empirical prediction proposed by McCormick 29
and based on an analysis of flight test data. The latter is written
. _i as
•q J.
::!",.. V6 I + in(r/A r)::
'-: . -- = - 7A
V8 r.,, '
• ::::_. max c
•:. %
q,
..'._ where
......._,',,..,. -i/2
....._ "-,_."_! VS_. x = . 68 CL V,, (1+.00063 __z ) .
:..':'. _-CL :
and
...:. I/2
..._:_,!:,.:;. Ac = .02 CoC 1 (I+.00063 z_____) ,
.:.':._ o ct;.
l,)
L .'/,'
"_°!9
" with C = midspan chord of wing
,::_. 0
'_,i:: . c = mean chord of aircraft
.:<
CL = wing lift coefficient
CL = midspan section lift coefficient.
0
While it appears that the expression for Vemax and Ac are purely '
,. empirical, the expression for Vo(r ) is based on the analysis of Hof'_man
""i. i and Joubert I0. They predict that the circulation distribution should be
-.41
/''+ 'I
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_• __:l_
iJ_ proportional to In r. This will fail as r + o and as r + _ the circulation.'. ,,L
'. will not converge to some constant value. Thus this relation can be
expected to be vaiid over a limited range, as Hoffman and Joubert have
shown experimentally. Since the results agree fairly well with McCormick's
empirical theory it proves instructive to plot the distribution of cir-
culation for the present work. It can be seen in Figure 40 that the
":":":"" present theory is also a linear function of in r in the region around Ac q
' i %i
_, ",i<," ' From this figure it is not clear whether this result is general or happens
'. '"i '{,°- '
•'"_ to coincide with the Hoffman and Joubert result only for the rectangular
,,",_: ,.
•.",;. wing case. In general the inviscid predictions of the present work will'..l:L
,_'_ not be linear functions of In r, but in order to examine this around Ac,
."!_:};..i the value of Ac must be known from experiment.
Examination of vortex tangential velocity profiles shows good
agreement with the inviscid theory and adequate correlation with the
flight test derived empirical equation. It is seen that as the vortex
moves downstream there is very little decay. The change of Vsmax and
Ac with z/c are given in Figures 42 and 43. It is seen that the decay
_V" is much less than the standard prediction of (z/c)'_ for Vsmax and (z/c)½
i,!i;i';iii_iforAc.Notethatasthevortexmovesdo_streamtheouterportionof
the vortex "widens". This musg be the initial effect of viscous decay.
The effect of mass injection for three downstream stations at V® = 70
fps is shown on the appropriate figures. Examination of these figures
" shows the drastic effect of mass injection on the tangential velocity. It is
i,_.:_:_.!, important to notice that the profiles converge to the zero mass in_ection
,,,; ....... case for the outer portion of the vortex, showing that the total amount of
00000001-TSG05
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• : ....j .
, _'., circulation in the vortex has not boon changed but that the vorticity
, i,[ :
., has been distributed over a larger area. The trend of larger core
radius and low tangential velocities seems to be continuing as the
_ortex moves downstream. Figure 45 shows the effect of mass injection
on the characteristic core parameters V0max and Ac at z/c = 30. This
Q result is in agreement with the work of Rinehart 30, who predicted these
, ,".L
•_ effects from analytical considerations
.!_./:_.. These results seem to indicate that mass injection is much more
....._,_,_'. effective than the experimental results of Poppleton indicated. The
_::_"" difference could be due to the fact that Poppleton used a split wing
and injected directly in the axial direction, while in the present
:., case a simple wing was used with the injection parallel to the wing
tip. Since the wing was at an angle of attack, the mass injection
was not entirely directed along the vortex center, but was slightly
skewed.
It appears that the effect of mass injection is primarily that
of introducing large amounts of turbulence into the core area during
i
formation of the vortex, resulting in large eddies that help diffuse
, _:.,:_i_' _'1
'.,_"._:'"_:.v..• the vorticity. If this is the case, then it is possible that any
• _ L,•:.,_.
,.,..[..',.:
,w method which would cause large amounts of turbulence to be generated
in the area of _he wing tip _m:ld have an equiv_xlent effect. An
estimate of the mass injection necessary to eliminate a single vortex
is made in Figure 46 for various landing .we_.ghtsassuming a constant
'C approach velocity for all weights. This estimate is made based on the
*¢#D
• _ _.
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assuraption that ft,, the root circulation oll the wind tunnel model the
moderate blowing case has produced a sufficient amount of reduction in
tangential velocity. In addition, Mironer 31 has recently shown that
in order to :increase diffusion of the core through heating effects, the
heating must be placed in the outer portion of the vortex. Thus very
largo but perhaps not impossible amounts of injection seem to be required
for vortex dispersion through mass injection.
Examination of the axial velocities, Vz (Figures 54, 35), shows
that for the no mass injection case there is no large excess or deficit,
and it is difficult to detect a trend. In the V : 100 fps case it may
"'
be possible to conclude that some axial velocity excess exists in the
core region and the variations from the freestream are more pronounced.?.
_?_. In the mass injection case the effect of the jet is not as pronounced
..!_ as might be expected. Indeed in the full injection case at far down-
• • _ _;.
:.: stream stations the a-_ial velocity on the axis is less than in the
.
_i:,i moderate blowing case. The chief effect of full mass injection is to
-:_" "fill out" the velocity profile. It is possible to understand this
_:,.: phenomenon by noting the coupling effect with which the tangential
'!:i _ velocity governs the pressure distribution in the vortex, which in turn
governs the axial velocity, distributions. Thus, as the increase in
injection decreases the maximum tangential velocity, the static pressure
deficit in the vortex is reduced and the axial velocity appears to lose
the large velocity excess that would appear if there were no swirl.
The static pressure distributions obtained are shown in Figure 35
00000001-TSG07
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"':-'_ and 37. It should be recalled that the theoretical curve was used to reduce• .
,_:: the data in the case of zero mass injection. It can readily be seen that
the use of the theory is jus'tified by the excellent correlation of the
data, where the theory has been keyed to the experimental data at the
centerline. In the V = 100 fps it is seen that there are few data paints.
This is the result of the off-scale response of the manometers after the
..._ probe was moved slightly from the center of _he vortex. Because the probe
, rotation could cause a large disturbance of the vortex, the probe was not
K'
':" rotated. The results obtained at the V = 100 fps case show adequate agree-...
:;: ment with theory for the few recorded points.
..,:_!: Figures 38 and 39 are typical circulation distributions. It is easily
".': seen that in general the data follows the theoretical prediction. Exceptions
.,_) are the core region circulation deficiency,the circulation "overshoot"
if! immediately outside the core,and the region far from the core which shows "
"'_ a large degree of data scatter. It is also observed that even at distances
__ of 10 core radii the circulation is still far from the value at the wing
_ :',_ root. In the light of the present theory this is to be expected. Previous
_'_ investigations have obtained similiar results, but were unable to explain
_:'_' the results. For the present work at V_ ffi70 fps, r_/r o = .46 and for
:_" V - i00 fps, FAc/Fo = .40. This is much lower than the predicted value
of .72 for standard viscous theory. _;
The circulation near the center of the vortex is that expected for _
a solid body t'rperotation. At distances of AC and slightly gre_ter from i._
, the core the circulation "overshoots" the predicted inviscid circulation
_:.: values. This would be expected from examination of the tangential velocity i
'?i' profiles. Donaldson33 has noted this behavior previously in a more
}J _;
, ,°,
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restrictive class of theoretical examinations which did not account for
,. the inviscid circulation given by the method of BEtZ. His results showed
that this only occurred in turbulent flm_s. This would seem to indicate
that the primary turbulence effect is to "pull" more at the fluid along
with tile core than would be expected. :.ndeed this leads to the image of
a circular cylinder placed in an external circulation field and auddenly
set in rotation (Rayleigh Problem). The result would be an increase of
tangential velocity which would be added to the inviscid external tangential
" velocity. This would cause the circulation to "overshoot" the value in
.: the area of the core. In the region far from the core there is a large
_: degree of data scatter This would be a result of magnification of
' : .i._:.i experimental error in the farfield. It seems that the error inherent
,,.';.,:_., in the long times for settled values and the small changes in reading for
each point far from the core could easily result in the high amounts of data
i'.'!;:?_! scatter, hote that good symmetry is shown in the area of the core The
•::;:', '::: 2"',
:. : ,.,"::._, effects of mass injection are clear in Figure _8. It is seen that the
_, ;,...,:.,,:. value of the circulation is approaching the expected inviscid prediction
_ _-:.,;..., and that the circulation is not destroyed on the mass injection.
i. , By the use of standard viscous theory (Eqns (47), and (48)) the effective
"" :_ eddy viscosity _T can be calculated. The re-,mlts are shown in Figure 41. It
can be seen that v T based on _C is quite different than _T calculated from
Vomax. For this reason the standard viscous theory was not compared to the
data. ._ince it is impossible to simultaneously match V0max and AC from the
relation
2
' _, V r
-
'"' r° (1-e )
• ,_...... V0 ffi
" ,L
_ "'_"_"":................................................... ,................................ ":",",." " ':'? _ :,L.:,_, .. T: /' _-_,_' ,:*'-"J ( :;, _ _;;I.... _-;'_-'.'_"" "_' '_'_::_';_;_m _'/:_ '__':¢:-
....'"":......"' "..........." .................................. 00000001- ° " -o vo
,17
:' it would appear that the concept of using an eddy viscosity at the form
VT = k ,
where k is a constant, is inadequate in describing turbulent vortex flows,
and some ethel method should be used. One sophisticated method for isolated
• :i, vortices has been proposed by Donaldson, and this method may be investigated
:.. to see if it is possible to generalize Donaldson's "Method of Invariant
' :. Modeling" to include aircraft generated vortices. For the low turbulence
• : environment of the present work, Figure 41 showr that vT as z/c". ._ i_;..
"_ ':'_:: for VT based on Vomax. The eddy viscosity based on Ac is less than unity,
•;.i!.: which is also a violation of the standard viscous theory. In the past
.5!i theoreticians have considered vT a constant at each downstream station.
. _,..,..
From the axial velocity profiles it is seen that (Vz-V®) << V®, which
would imply that standard viscous theory would apply if the motion were
laminar, and turbulence must be responsible for the above effects. ':_
7.;;. :_f,(
.r,
I
• . t.
....,
?/
' -' ,.'L"
• .i:'_:t_ '_"
...."..:_,t
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',' CONCLUSIONS AND RECO_dENDATIONS
A w_:,'tcx was generated in the Virginia Tech 6-P_Ot Subsonic N_nd
Tunnel and it ha,_ been found possible to use a probe tc [_tvestigato the
• , detailed structure of the mean flowfield of the vortex over eho entire
test section length. This contradicts previous investigators who previou._lyJ
•.'.i: concluded tha'_ it would be impossible to probe the vortex at large distances
r
• : :. downstream.
,: ".:'_
• ,' "' Summarizing the detailed findings, it is concluded that the axial
._:._( velocity is nearly constant across the vortex, tangential velocities were
""c, found to be higher than the near wing velocities found by Chigier and to
show a much smaller rate of decay than the value predicted by standard
"':_ viscous theory. Also, the core diameter has been found to be approximately
,..•.
._v:.,,... 12_ of the wing chord and essentially constant as the vortex travels down-
:_}:_,)!_:_ stream, in agreement with the near wing work of Gasparek and Chigier. Finally,
in the very low ambient trubulence level environment of the present work,
.._= the turbulent eddy viscosity has been _hown to decay rapidly, approaching
the molecular viscosity far downstream.
":" Mass injection at the wing tip has been shown to be an effective
means of destroying the high peak tangential velocities in the vortex
through the introduction of large sca_e turbulence into the core area.
I_ has also been concluded that the generalization of the method of
i_i B_L_ has b_en shown to fit the outer portion of the _xperimental vortex
excellently.
,:;i Use of the existing methods of description for viscous vort_x flows
• •L:
,:t',+ii'
_' _:' 48 _ •
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have been shown to be unable to describe both the core radius and
maximum tangential velocity simultaneously. Since it was felt that St
was the combination of those _'ortexproperties that constitute the most
important parameter, it was concluded that present theories are inadequate !
and must be re-evaluated on the basis of the present findings on the
distribution of the outer circulation.
It is recommended that the effect of ambient turbulence on vortex
decay be studied experimentally.
Flight test measurements using the apparatus being developed in
conjunction with NASA Wal.l.opsStation to measure ground wind structure
should be used to obtain data on large scale vortices and at long times
after initial development.
':f_,
_,:_:,,_,,: Alternate methods of introducing large scale turbulence into the
_,:,('_,__ core should be investigated.
° The present inviscid theory should be modified to include the
effects of viscosity, with the final result showing the detailed
structure o£ the vortex for each type o£ wing.
Advanced instrumentation such as the Laser Doppler Anemometer should
be used to measure the vortex flow in order that the probe disturbance
error be eliminated. !_
(!
/ ,[
'.r
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ERROR ANALYSIS
APPENDIX A
ERRORANALYSIS
It has been shown that free turbulent flows with large swirl tend
to react to the presence of any probe. It is therefore necessary to
consider the vortex-probe interaction as the chief source of error. This
error is the most difficult to asess accurately and reduce by improved
experimental methods. This error is discussed after the basic experimental
error is reviewed.
The basic errors introduced by each mechanical aspect of the experi-
ment are as follows:
1. Tunnel dynamic pressure varied slightly during the test, and it
, is estimated that the maximum error is + 2%.
?_ 2. Freestream temperature varied over the tests, yet the average _
temperature for each run was used. The instantaneous temperature
' varied from the average for each run by as much as + 12 ° F. '
5. Probe position error is estimated at ± 0.005 inches in translation
and ± 0.2 ° in rotation (due to £reestream temperature varience
effect on the potentiometers).
4. Flow angularity error based on pre-test tunnel calibration + 0.3 °i
t
in pitch and ± 0.3° in yaw.
5. The local dynamic pressure exhibited a maximum variation of ± 0.01
inches of H20 in pre-test calibration.
6. Static pressure was the most diffucult property to measure. For
the cases involving mass injection the static probe was used and
54
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any resulting error was due to possible misalignment of the _'_
probe with the local flow. For the low flow angularities (7° max)
i,!
it is seen from Figure 14 that maximum error would be about .01
inches of H20 , which was roughly twice the possiblo measurement
error, and thus very small. In the zero mass injection case the
static pressure probe was not used. The method of Winternitz23
in which static pressures were found from the yawhead probe was
used. In this instance static pressures were calculated from
i
calibration which assumed that the pitch angle of the flow was
zero. Although the pitch angle was zero at the vortex c.'nter, ',.
it did deviate during the traverse due to radial flow and ,_
,is
possibly due to probe vortex interaction. Calibration curves ,,
showed little sensitivity to constant pitch angles at ± 5a. --_.
Therefore it was felt that adequate accuracy was obtainable using _
this method. By use of this method a high degree of confidence ! ,
could be obtained in the proper positioning of the probe in the ?..
vortex. Dosanjh 34, et. al., have asserted that the method 0£
Winternitz would be inaccurate in vortex flows; however, Gasparek
'_)
did not actually attempt to use the method and it seems that ,,':
there was no experimental evidence upon which to base the assertion. _i_
.?
Winternitz states that accuracies of ± I_ of actual static pressure '_i"'_
-C'i
measurements can be expected. As an indication of the accuracy :
of the method, the predicted Vemax based on the centerline static :_
pressure was made at z/c = 10, V® = 70 fps. It was found that the ,_i_
resulting Vomax = 40 fps at Ac would be a very good approximation :j,
to the extrapolated value base on the slope of the curve at r = 0 "
O0000002-TSB07
in Figure 24. From this result and the excellent agreement
between the data and theory when the theory is keyed to the i
centerline data it seems safe to assume that the static pressure i
has been determined accurately. For purposes of the present
work the maximum static pressure error will be considered to be
three times larger than the figure given by Winternitz.
7. Manometer error was investigated by comparison with the Merriam
Micro-manometer. Error was less than the smallest measurable
unit used in this experiment.
8. Due to the need to manually move the traverse laterally to
locate the vortex center, an error due to slight misallignment
arises. It is estimated that the vortex center could have
: been '_nissed" by ± .05 inch.
i 9. Every error stated thus far interacts in the final calculation
of velocity. Without considering the effect of probe vortex
i interaction it is now possible _o estimate the experimental
error of velocities. As an example the maximum error o£
!, Vsmax at z/c = 10, V_ = 70 fps is calculated. The result isi
_ found to be ± .9 fps. It should be remembered that this would
_j constitute a maximum error and it is very unlikely that any
data point would actually be subject to this error. This
calculation also neglects probe vortex interaction which is
discussed in the next section.
The first attempts to analyze probe-vortex interaction were made
using flow visualization methods. Initially the traverse was placed
0ehind a tuft grid. The probe was moved through the vortex and the grid
O0000002-TSB08
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was studied to see if any vortex movement was observable with probe i
movement. The results showed that the vortex did not move by an
observable amount, however the tuft grid spacing consisted of one inch i_j
squares and subsequent work shows that the vortex core diameter is of the
order of one inch or less in diameter. Thus, small movement of the core
could ne,_' be observed by the tuft grid. In order to insure that
_ the probe did not destroy the vortex, a rod with a small yarn tuft was
used to examine the flowfield behind the probe. Results indicated that
the vortex was not destroyed by the probe and seemed the same both before
and after passing the probe. Thus it can be assumed that the velocity
profiles obtained are not seriously affected by the presence of the probe.
:'_ Because of the high speed solid body rotation of the vortex core, it ]'r:_ #
is instructive to assume that. the vortex will tend to roll around the
,_,, probe shaft and it is possible to make a rough estimate of the rotation
..7 _'
:._ angle e. The effect on the velocity components can then be calculated.
_:_,_:.: In order to estimate the angle e it should first be noted that Vz is "
?/ identical in both the rectangular and cylindrical coordinate systems. _"
Inspection of the experimental data for V based on constant static pres- :
._,_ sure reveals a continuous curve, which seems to imply no "jump" of vortex ,!'
"7 "
....!::, position as the probe moves through the vortex. The estimate df e was made -,
_"._ because the method of traversing the vortex was to make a traverse where /
._' e - 0° and the data reduction was performed with this assumption. An error
!:: in the "relative" e o£ the probe position and vortex center would therefore "
_.".: lead to errors in velocit)r profiles. By _aking the crude assumption that _} '_,
" V = O, (it has been shown that Vr is a second order term theoretically) ,_.
and sacrificing this information then we can obtain an estimate of e by
L • _:.
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solving the transformation equations for e as follows:
Vr m Vx cos 8 + Vy sin 8 = O,
and substituting for Vx and Vy,
V sin (FP) cos O + V cos (FP) sin (FY) sin e _ O,
or
O = tan'l (. sin(FY)J
The experimental data is then used to compute a corrected Ve by
Ve = °Vx sin O + Vy cos O
\
V0 = V (costFP) sin(FY) cose - sin(FP) sine) .
C
Results show that VO is only slightly different then Ve.
c
As previously mentioned, the vortex was shifted by rotation of the
probe. An estimate of the "amount" o£ shift was made by rotating the
probe at the center of the vortex. The change in pitch angle as the
probe was rotated in yaw was tben considered proportional to the
equivalent angle in yaw for the distance from the vortex center based
on the previous traverses. The results showed the following vortex
displacements.
O0000002-TSBIO
Movement o£ Pitch Displacement
Probe in Yaw Angularity o£ Vort.× " %Ac _;
_ . ILU __J_ I|
0 • 0 o O_
!2.1" 3.6" 5-3/4_
!5.5° 5.0" 8%
-4.B ° -1.8 ° 1/2_
-14.B ° -5.0 ° 8_
, "18.2° -5.4" B-I/2%
! :iI
I Thus it was easily seen that the rotation of the probe in the vortex j
, caused considerable error in the relative position of the vortex and
l
probe.
Another estimate of vortex probe interaction can be made in the case
_here the probe is in the outer portion o£ the vortex. Using potential ,_
t
theory a circular cylinder of radius a can be placed in a field o£ vortex
.. motion. The solution for this problem is well known, where three vortices
: are used so that one is a distance r away from the circular cylinder, and
: two equal strength vortices are placed such that a circular cylinder o£
ii radius a is obtained as a streamline.
!._ The result is that there is no moment on the probe, and the force '_
due to the vortex is
"._ _p2a2
_. P=- .
i: 2_r (r2-a 2) '_
I ,
_. This illustrates clearly that a repulsive force will exist between
_: the vortex and probe.
4_Thus although probe-vortex interaction has been shown to exist, ..
was found for the case involving the estimate o£ 8 that very little effect
on the tangential velocity could be found. It has also been shown that
' if the plobe is not rotated in the area of the core the interaction can
O0000002-TSBll
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be minimizod_ and finally it was found that t_ small repellant force
should exist between the probe and the vortex for the area in the outer
portion of the vortex. It is therefore assumed that although a
definite relation has been established, the affect of vortex-probe
interaction has been minimized in the experimental procedure and is
assumed negligible in the calculation of results.
The wind tunnel data has not been corrected for wall e_fects and
i
it is instructive to exm,_ine the possible error arising from neglect-
ing the wall effects. A simple image system can be used to insure that
the boundary condition at the tunnel wails (zero: no_,.alvelocity) is
satisfied. The use of these images, and the resulting deflection of
' the streamlines causes the circumferential velocity to be different
than that of a vortex in an unconfined environment. Because we are
interested in the effect o£ the walls only near the actual trailing
vortex, the velocity disturbances due to the images will be calculated
at the point of the actual vortex.
h
For the case of the present work the velocity correctio_ was
calculated in terms of a spanwise and normal component. The results
were,
Vx = -.077 ft/sec!
V = +.332 ft/sec
Y
which was clearly insignificant compared to basic experimental error.
t
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TABLE 2
WING CHARACTERISTICSINCLUDING JET OPERATINGCONDITIONS
Wing Characteristics
I
Chord = 2/3 ft.
Semi-span = 4 ft.
Angle of Attack = 7-1/2 °
Airfoil = NACA0012
ReC = 2.5 x 105, 3.5 x 105
CL = .674
= 2.15 x 10 "4, 3.3 x 10-4 slugS/sec
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TABLE 3
PARAMETER STUDY
Test Z/C Q Wing Mass Injection(a)
(Dyn.Press)
I I0 i" H20 Clean ....
2 2" H20 Clean ....
3 i" H20 Mod. 0
4 I" H.O Mod. Moderate
5 I" H_O Mod. Full
6 15 I" H20 Clean ....
7 2" H20 Clean ....
8 20 i" H20 Clean ....
9 2" H20 Clean ....
10 I" H20 Mod. 0
II I" H20 Mod. Moderate
12 i" H20 Mod. Full
15 25 I" H20 Clean ....
14 2" H20 Clean ....
15 30 i" H20 Clean .... "
16 2" H20 Clean ....
17 I" H20 Mud. 0
18 1" H20 Hod. Moderate
19 I" H20 Hod. Full .
(a) moderate - m = 0.000215 slugs/sec
full m = 8.000S5 slugs/sec
C
4
,6
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TABLE 4
SU_94ARYOF DATA FIGURES
Figure No. Variables Parameter Comments
20 r/ro vs R/S Aspect Ratio Rectangular Wings
21 r/ro vs R/S Twist Angle Rectangular Wings
22 r/ro vs R/5 Taper Ratio Tapered Wings
23 Ve vs R Angle of Attack Wind Tunnel Model
24 Ve vs R Mass Flow V = 70 FPS, Z/C = 10
25 Ve vs R .... V = 70 FPS, Z/C = 15
26 Ve vs R Mass Flow V® = 70 FPS, Z/C = 20
27 V6 vs R .... V® = 70 FPS, Z/C = 25
28 Ve vs R Mass Flow V® = 70 FPS, Z/C = 30
29 V0 vs R .... V® = 100 FPS, Z/C = 10
30 Ve vs R .... V® = 100 FPS, Z/C = 15
31 V0 VS R .... V® = 100 FPS, Z/C = 20
32 Ve VS R .... V® = I00 FPS, ZIC = 25
33 V6 vs R .... V® = 100 FPS, Z/C = 30
34 Vz vs R Mass Flow V = 70 FPS
35 Vz vs R .... V® = I00 FPS
36 Psi vs R Mass Flow V = 70 FPS
37 Psi vs R .... V = I00 FPS
38 r vs R Mass Flow V = 70 FPS
39 r vsR' ---- V = lO0FPS
40 r vs lnR .... V = 70 FPS
41 VT/V vs Z/C Vomax, Ac Based On Std. Viscous Theory
42 V0max vs Z/C V _ m ....
4_ Ac vsZ/C V, _ ....
44 Pstr_0 vs Z/C V®, m ....
45 Vemax, Ac vs m .... Z/C = 30
... ,_':',J"",_i -._ , :_, _,, .;..: _ , _. ,,_ .... ;,_ "_..... : ', :. _..,.,,. _,
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